A human-neutral large carnivore? 
No patterns in the body mass of gray wolves (Canis lupus) across a gradient of anthropization
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Abstract

English: The gray wolf (Canis lupus) expanded its distribution in Europe over the last few decades. To better understand the extent to which wolves could re-occupy their historical range, nowadays including anthropized landscapes, it is important to test if and how anthropization can affect fitness-related traits in this species. We modeled how anthropization was associated with the body condition of 175 wolves that were found dead in Italy between 1999 and 2021. After having accounted for ecologically-relevant confounders, we assessed how anthropization influenced i) the growth of wolves in their first year of age (n = 53), ii) sexual dimorphism between male and female adult wolves (n = 121). Wolves in anthropized areas grow up more slowly during their first year of age. This because young wolves have slightly higher body weight at 3-5 months, possibly due to the availability of human-derived food sources, but not a higher weight later. The difference in the body weight of adult females and males slightly increases with anthropization. However, this because of an increase in the body mass of males only, possibly due to sex-specific differences in dispersal and/or to “dispersal phenotypes”. Anthropization in Italy does not seem to have any clear, nor large, effect on the body mass of young and adult wolves. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a similar effect is reported for a large carnivore. Our findings indicates that wolves could potentially re-occupy most of their historical range in Europe, as anthropized landscapes do not seem to constrain their body mass, an important trait related to their fitness. Wolf management could therefore be needed across vast spatial scales and in anthropized areas prone to social conflicts.

Italiano: Il lupo (Canis lupus) è una specie che, nel corso degli ultimi decenni, ha aumentato la propria diffusione in Europa. Per capire meglio se e quanto essa potrebbe occupare nuovamente il proprio areale di distribuzione storico, che oggi include anche paesaggi antropizzati, è importante quantificare se, e quanto, il grado di antropizzazione dell’ambiente ne condizioni alcuni tratti biologici associati alla fitness. In questo studio è stata modellata l’associazione tra l’antropizzazione e la condizione corporea di 175 lupi che sono stati rivenuti morti in Italia, tra il 1999 ed il 2021. In particolare, dopo avere condizionato le analisi ad un set di fattori confondenti potenzialmente rilevanti dal punto di vista ecologico, è stata quantificata l’influenza del grado di antropizzazione dell’ambiente: i) sulla crescita degli individui di lupo durante il primo anno di vita (n = 53), ii) sul dimorfismo sessuale tra maschi e femmine adulti (n = 121). I lupi provenienti da ambienti maggiormente antropizzati sembrano avere un accrescimento più lento durante il primo anno di vita. Questo perché essi hanno un peso corporeo leggermente più alto a 3-5 mesi di età, forse per via della maggiore disponibilità di risorse trofiche di origine umana, ma non un maggiore peso corporeo nei mesi successivi. La differenza nel peso corporeo delle femmine e dei maschi adulti sembra incrementare leggermente con il grado di antropizzazione dell’ambiente. Tuttavia, questo aumento è legato soltanto ad un aumento nel peso corporeo dei maschi, forse a causa di differenze tra maschi e femmine nei processi di dispersione e/o alla presenza di “fenotipi da dispersione”. In Italia, il grado di antropizzazione dell’ambiente non sembra quindi avere nessun effetto chiaro, o importante, sul peso corporeo dei lupi. Né su quello dei
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giovani, durante primo anno di età, né su quello degli adulti. Per quanto ne sappiamo, questo è il primo studio che rileva l’assenza di un effetto del grado di antropizzazione dell’ambiente su di un grande carnivoro. I risultati di questo studio indicano che il lupo potrebbe potenzialmente ri-occupare la maggior parte del proprio areale di distribuzione storico in Europa. Questo in virtù del fatto che il grado di antropizzazione dell’ambiente non sembra condizionarne il peso corporeo, un importante parametro biologico fortemente associato alla fitness. In questo caso, eventuali strategie di gestione della specie andrebbero quindi implementate su grosse scale spaziali, anche in aree antropizzate, dove il rischio di conflitti sociali sul tema è maggiore.

Warning/Attenzione

**English:** This is a preprint, not a peer-reviewed study. If you do not know what a preprint is, we encourage you to read more about this type of documents (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preprint), before evaluating and citing the study.

**Italiano:** Il seguente documento è un preprint, non uno studio che ha superato la fase di peer-review. Se non sapete cosa sia un preprint, vi incoraggiamo a saperne di più su questo tipo di documenti (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preprint), prima di valutare la qualità dello studio e di citarlo.
Introduction

The presence of medium and large carnivores in anthropized environments increased over the last few decades, due to urban sprawl and agricultural development in the Global South [1], and a mix of socio-ecological dynamics and legal protection in the Global North [2][3][4]. Therefore, a growing number of studies explored how well these species adapted to increased levels of human presence, to improve their conservation planning and reduce the risk of conflicts with human activities. Anthropization was found to have three macroscopic, non-neutral, effects over medium and large carnivores. In some cases, anthropized environments are sub-optimal, compared to natural ones, due to decreased prey availability [5], the influence of human activity and artificial nightlight on foraging [6][7], persistent human disturbance [8], the impact of infrastructures on population connectivity and mortality [9][10], disease transmission and competition with domestic dogs [11] and the risk of accidental intoxication [12]. These dynamics can in turn raise metabolic stress [13], and limit reproduction and survival, thus creating source-sink dynamics with undisturbed areas [14].

On other occasions, carnivores prosper in anthropized environments, attaining higher body sizes [15][16][17] and densities [18] than those reported for environments with no human presence. Mostly because of reduced competition [19] and the exploitation of alternative food sources [20][21]. Finally, on some other cases, effects are non-linear: moderate levels of anthropization seem to be advantageous [22], or detrimental [13], compared to natural environments, but these effects reverse as anthropization increases.

The expansion of the gray wolf (Canis lupus) in Italy and Europe calls for further research to better forecast its future trajectory. Between early 1990s and mid 2010s wolves recolonized marginal areas in Europe, due to increased forest cover and rural abandonment [3]. However, in Italy, by having already saturated undisturbed habitat patches [23], wolves further expanded into increasingly anthropized ecosystems, recovering most of their historical range. Nowadays wolves occur in peri-urban areas and even the Po plain, one the areas in Europe with the highest human density (above 650 inhabitants/Km²). Understanding the suitability of anthropized areas for wolves in Italy, could be pivotal to evaluate the extent to which the species could re-occupy its historical range in Europe and to forecast the spatial scale of future mitigation measures or zonation policies [24].

Considered the ecology and behavior of the gray wolf, all the three scenarios are equally plausible. In the first one, anthropized areas could be sub-optimal, as wolves could not efficiently replace large ungulates [25] and may suffer from disease transmission from domestic dogs [11]. Alternatively, anthropized areas could be favorable for wolves, which could exploit unlimited food waste [26]. Finally, wolves could show non-linear response to anthropization, as areas with intermediate level of anthropization could still offer large ungulates together with domestic animals and food waste at the same time.

This study is a first attempt to address this gap by analyzing: i) the temporal growth in the body weight of wolves during their first year of age and ii) differences in the body weight of adult male and female wolves, across a gradient of urbanized areas in central Italy, in timespan of 22 years.

Methods

Study area

The study area encompasses the Emilia-Romagna region, the northern provinces of the Tuscany region, and the Gran Sasso and Monti della Laga National Park, in the Abruzzo region, in Italy (Fig. 1). In Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany, two contiguous regions, a wolf population of at least 97 packs was estimated between 2012 and 2016 [27]. In the 90’s wolves were dived in two distinct sub-populations, one in the Apennine ridge and one in coastal and hilly part of central-southern Tuscany and Latium, which subsequently merged as the species expanded its distribution around 2013 [28]. In the Gran Sasso and Monti della Laga National Park available estimates indicate a population of 11-14 packs [29]. Both areas suffered from wolf-dog hybridization, conflicts with livestock and wolf illegal killings (Scandura et al. in prep) [27][30].

The landscape includes a variety of different ecosystems, ranging from coastal areas characterized by Mediterranean maquis to temperate broad-leaved forests and sub-alpine grasslands in the Apennines. Moreover, Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany regions host among the highest densities of wild ungulates in Europe [31], while the Abruzzo region is a hotspot for sheep farming, with more of 160,000 recorded sheep in 2020 (https://www.vetinfo.it/j6_statistiche/#/report-pbi/85). Urbanization is concentrated into lowlands. The portion of the study area in the Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany regions hosts a population of 8.2 million people, across 45,438 km² (180 inhabitants/km²), while the
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Gran Sasso and Monti della Laga park spans across 1500 km² with a population of 138,669 people (92.5 inhabitants/km²).

Collection of dead wolves and laboratory analyses

The age of each animal was estimated on the basis of dental development, body size and weight, dividing individuals between 1-12 months, 13-24 months or older. Until 24 months, individuals were aged by assuming they were born on the 1st of May. We also recorded total length (from the nose to the junction of the tail), the length of the tarsus and tail, the height of the ear, and chest and neck circumferences.

Our dataset included 107 wolves from the Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany region, as well as 68 wolves from the Abruzzo region. All these animals had been found dead and recovered by local authorities between 1999 and 2021. The proportion of males, the age of recovered wolves, the season when they were found and the number of roadkills were similar between Abruzzo and the Emilia-Romagna/Tuscany region (Supplementary Information, Appendix 1). We discarded only a single individual, which was a pup with a length of 28 cm, as it was non-informative for the purposes of the study.

Statistical analyses and hypotheses

We modeled the effect of increased anthropization over the body mass of wolves, through two different approaches. First, we explored how anthropization influenced the growth in the body mass of wolves during their first year of age, whereas in the second step we modeled how anthropization influenced sexual dimorphism between male and female adult individuals. Thus, our relationships of interest were two interactions between anthropization and: i) the age in days of wolf cubs and ii) the sex of adult individuals.

In both cases response was the body mass of individuals. Body mass is strongly related to body condition, which, in mammals, is often measured as the ratio between body mass and total body length. We rather modeled the contribution of body length to body mass through a linear predictor, as this approach ensured a higher level of flexibility, for example by allowing for non-linear relationships or heteroskedasticity.

In wolves, during the first year of age (n = 53), body mass increases progressively and, net the effect of total body length, it is positively associated with a better nutritional status. While during their first month wolf cubs could be fed with food waste, the role of conventional preys become progressively
more important as individuals approach adulthood and hunting strategies are developed \[36\]. Thus, the extent to which a certain environment is optimal for cubs is measured by the strength of the temporal growth in body mass, net the effect of total body length. If the environment provides more food sources, young wolves grow up faster and the linear interaction would therefore be positive, reinforcing the effect of age in days over body mass (positive interaction). On the other hand, if environments are sub-optimal, young wolves grow up slower and the effect of age in days over body mass would be weaker (negative interaction).

For adult wolves \( (n = 121) \), with an age of two or more years, when they had completed their growth \[37\][38\], we explored sexual dimorphism in their body mass. Sexual dimorphism in mammals can be positively associated to environmental productivity and food availability \[39\]. Therefore, the difference in the weight of males and females can be taken as an indicator for environmental productivity, indicating if anthropization increases or decreases available trophic resources. Namely, in case anthropization is favourable for wolves, we predicted sexual dimorphism to increase.

Body mass was measured as the weight of dead individuals that had been recovered, in kg. Urbanization was measured by means of the Human Footprint Index (hereinafter HFI), obtained by combining multiple layers about man-made structures from satellite, at the resolution of 1 km \[40\]. The median HFI was calculated in a buffer with a radius of 6 km around the point. This size corresponded to an area of approx. 113 km\(^2\) around the point, reflecting the most recent estimates for the home range of the species reported in Italy \[41\][42\].

We controlled for candidate confounding variables, through the so-called “back door criterion” \[43\]. A complete overview of candidate confounders, acting through some unobserved mediating variables, is shown in Fig. 2, in the form of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The sex of wolves was included because it acts both on the presence of wolves in urbanized areas and on their body mass. Wolves are dimorphic mammals and males weight more than females \[44\]. Moreover, available evidence also suggests that dispersal is more common for males \[27\][45\] and as undisturbed remote areas have been firstly occupied by resident packs in Italy \[23\], males should be more prone to be found in urbanized environments.

We also controlled for some temporal variables that characterized sampling. The day of the year could have affected the level of urbanization of recovered wolves, because human presence in natural environments, and the probability of recovering wolf carcasses, is higher during summer or during the hunting season in autumn and early winter. In adult wolves, these seasons could also be characterized by a higher availability of preys, such as young ungulates, compared to winter and spring. Moreover, our data collection covered 22 years and thus we controlled for the year on which each wolf was found. As the wolf population steadily expanded its distribution in Italy, wolves were forced to disperse more and more in urbanized areas, while at the same time they could also have increased their average body condition due to the increased abundance of prey species, such as large ungulates. Moreover, as our data had been collected on two separate geographical blocks, corresponding to the Emilia-Romagna/Tuscany and the Abruzzo region, we controlled for this spatial heterogeneity with a dichotomous covariate.

As we found that wolves in the Emilia-Romagna/Tuscany area had a more heterogeneous total body length, we controlled for this variable also on the conditioned variance of total body mass \[46\].

Models were fitted through the “brms” R package \[47\]. The response variable was modeled as a Student’s-t distribution which, for wolves of one year of age, was truncated at zero. For each parameter, we select a moderately informative prior distribution, corresponding to a Normal distribution with mean equal to zero and a variance of one \[48\]. Models had 5000 MCMC iterations and a burn-in of 1000 iterations. Variables were standardized and centered, before being included in the model. Model selection was based on a backward approach, starting by the most complex model with a spline term and removing one term per time, then comparing nested models by means of leave-one-out cross validation \[45\].

We performed two types of sensitivity analyses. First, we tested for “collapsibility”, or the extent to which our interaction terms of interest were susceptible to the removal of confounders, that were deemed redundant by leave-one-out cross. Ideally, the removal of unnecessary confounders should not have changed the posterior distribution of interaction terms that we were interested in. Then, once we identified the best candidate model, we performed a sensitivity analysis, by refitting models with the median HFI, calculated on buffers with a radius between 4 and 16 km. This practice created circles with an area between 12 and 800 km\(^2\), which exceeded the whole spectrum of values reported for the core area and the home range of the species in Italy, which attains a maximum of approx. 400 km\(^2\) \[41\].
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Results

Our best candidate model predicting the growth in the body mass of wolves during their first year explained 79.0% of total variability in the response. The year when wolves were found was the only confounding variable that was retained. The body mass of young wolves increased throughout their first year of age but, net the effect of body length, the magnitude of this change was rather mild. Moreover, the growth in body mass became further milder as anthropization increased (Table 1, Fig. 3).

The best candidate model predicting differences in body mass between adult male and female wolves explained 57.8% of total variability in the response. The best candidate model retained the area where individuals had been found as a confounder, and as a predictor of variability in body mass. The body mass of male wolves showed a mild increase, for increasing levels of anthropization, but the body mass of females did not (Table 1, Fig. 4). This decreased predictive accuracy, compared to the model for wolves in their first year of age, probably depended upon the impossibility of correctly aging individuals older than three years, and thus to account for age-related variability in their body mass, which increases until 6-8 years of age [50].

The removal of redundant confounders (Table S1, Table S2) did not change the interactive effect between anthropization and the age of wolves during their first year (Fig. 5), nor the interaction between anthropization and the sexual dimorphism in weight among adult wolves (Fig. 6). Moreover, findings from best candidate models did not change, when calculating anthropization on buffers of different size (Animation S1, S2). In both models, the analyses of model residuals indicated linear relationships and the semivariogram did not highlight any residual isotropic spatial correlation (Supplementary Information, Appendix 2).

Discussion and conclusions

To the best of our knowledge, this research was among the first ones [22] assessing the impact of anthropization over the body condition of a large carnivore, the gray wolf, which is occupying increasingly anthropized landscapes in Italy and Europe. While other studies proved that the gray

Figure 2: Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), showing the causal relationships of interest and candidate confounders that were included in model selection (light color) and unobserved mediators (dark color). Total body length is not shown, as the predictor was included in the model not as a confounder, but to rule out the part of body mass that did not depend upon body condition, but upon differences in the size of animals.
Body mass of gray wolves does not change with anthropization

Figure 3: Interactive effect of anthropization and the age in days of recovered wolves of 1 year of age. Variables are standardized and centered. Plots correspond to the first (a), second (b), third (c) and fourth (d) quartiles of the distribution of median Human Footprint Index, calculated in a buffer with a 6-km radius around the point where animals were found. Plots (a) to (d) therefore correspond to increasingly urbanized areas.

Wolves [25][26] can exploit food resources characterizing anthropized environments, but we assessed if these environments can also affect body condition of individuals. This question is non-trivial, because the increased availability of alternative food resources, characterizing anthropized environments, does not automatically translate into increased body condition of large carnivores. While food waste is abundant and rather predictable in space, thus decreasing foraging costs [51], its nutritional quality might be suboptimal, as it includes a high proportion of carbohydrates which are not processed by the grey wolf which, compared to the domestic dog, is devoid of alpha-amylase [52] and with a different composition of gut microbiotas [53]. Moreover, foraging in urban environments can be influenced by human disturbance, which raises stress [54] and energetic costs [55].

Our findings provide preliminary evidence that wolves, at least in Italy, are capable to cope with anthropized landscapes in a way which is different from what has been reported for other large carnivores: anthropized landscapes seem not to have any clear effect on body mass of individuals. Or, most likely, anthropized landscapes do not show any clear tradeoff between negative and positive effects.

The body mass of young wolves in our sample grew throughout their first year of age, net the effect of an increase in total body length. This reflected an increase in their muscular mass and fat, two components of body condition. However, this growth had only a very mild interaction with anthropization (Fig. 2). More anthropized areas had young wolves which grew up in a less pronounced way during their first year, but which have higher body masses at 3-5 months of age, suggesting a positive influence on the weight of human derived food sources in the first months of life, i.e. when pup rising is entirely dependent from adults provisioning. This pattern does not provide any clear evidence on whether anthropized environments are optimal or suboptimal for young wolves in their first year of life as a whole. Perhaps, anthropized environments can provide an abundance of food resources which could be exploited by young wolves during their first weeks, but less preys such as large ungulates which may be better to sustain individuals at 10-12 months. These differences could also be explained with a different size of wolf packs. Anecdotal evidence indicates that anthropized environments in Italy might have smaller packs often represented by a pair with pups. This may be favorable in areas with fewer large preys [56] and a rich disposal of small food items represented by garbage and pets but might not pay out well in most of our study area, characterized by high densities of ungulates [31].

The effect of anthropization over sexual dimorphism in adult wolves is also partially unclear. While we found a moderate increase of this character, as areas became more anthropized, its magnitude was relatively low (Fig. 3). Most interestingly, an increase in weight involved only male wolves whether females did not increase in body mass at all. Even if in large mammals it was shown that food shortage/abundance may constrain/favor the growth of males and females differentially [57], the lack of female weight increase under potential favorable condition opens another explanation related to sex-specific differences in the dispersal behavior of wolves, which is more common for males [27] and the consequent presence of “dispersal phenotypes” in our sample. In mammals, individuals who disperse usually have a larger size [58]. Considered the progressive saturation of undisturbed, remote habitats (Zanni et al. submitted), dispersing individuals, which are often large males, mostly moved to more anthropized areas, thus entering our sample.
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Assessing the effect of anthropization on the body mass of wolves is also an urgent question. Body condition is strongly associated to reproduction and survival in mammals, two demographic parameters that are paramount for the long-term viability of populations. Considered the rapid expansion of the gray wolf in Europe, if anthropized environments do not have any effect on the body mass of individuals, as suggested by our study, this could mean that in the near future wolves could colonize, reproduce and survive in a significant portion of their historical range in Europe. Thus, policies for co-existing with them, such as zonation or mitigation measures, will be needed across vast spatial scales and their implementation might generate a widespread social debate, as it might go beyond rural areas.

Considered the potential impacts of a widespread wolf presence in anthropized landscapes of Europe, our findings urgently call for replication studies, addressing two main points. First, studies should replicate our analyses in other geographical areas. Wild ungulates are core preys for wolves and our study covers some of the areas in Europe with the highest densities of ungulates, whose populations increased over the last two decades and which became widespread even in urbanized settings. Other European countries faced a decrease in the wild boar, a key prey, due to the African Swine Fever, have high numbers of unprotected livestock and different presence of waste in the environment. Thus, in these areas, the impact of anthropization over the body mass of wolves can be different.

At the same time, we also emphasize the need for studies based on much larger samples. While we found no significant effect of urbanization on the growth and sexual dimorphism of wolves, considered our sample size we cannot rule out that an effect with a low magnitude actually exists: statistical power increases with sample size and nuanced interactions can be reliably quantified only by analyzing thousands of observations. In this study we did not perform power analysis, because we had no prior knowledge about effect size and because we aimed to provide only preliminary evidence. However, if other studies will adopt similar sample sizes, there will be no significant advancement in terms of statistical power and it will be impossible to capture small environmental effects, which could nevertheless be potentially important in the long term. As our findings raise serious questions about the potential expansion of wolves in Europe, research groups should pool together their data through collaborative platforms to address them.
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Figure 5: Effect of the removal of redundant confounders, over the interaction between anthropization and the age in days of recovered wolves of 1 year of age. Plots correspond to the first (a), second (b), third (c) and fourth (d) quartiles of the distribution of median Human Footprint Index, calculated in a buffer with a 6-km radius around the point where animals were found. Plots (a) to (d) therefore corresponds to increasingly urbanized areas.
Figure 6: Effect of the removal of redundant confounders, over the interaction between anthropization and the weight dimorphism of adult wolves. Plots correspond to the first (a), second (b), third (c) and fourth (d) quartiles of the distribution of median Human Footprint Index, calculated in a buffer with a 6-km radius around the point where animals were found. Plots (a) to (d) therefore corresponds to increasingly urbanized areas.
Body mass in wolves of 1 year of age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>95% Credibility Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>(-0.07)/(-0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in days</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>(-0.06)/(-0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropization</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>(-0.08)/(-0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year when animals were found</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>(-0.23)/(-0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total body length</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>(0.61)/(0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in days : Anthropization</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>(-0.20)/(-0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Body mass in adult wolves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>95% Credibility Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>(-0.53)/(-0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (Male vs Female)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>(0.36)/(0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropization</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>(-0.13)/(0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total body length</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>(0.48)/(0.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex : Anthropization</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>(-0.12)/(0.40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Outputs of the best candidate model for body mass of wolves in their first year of age, and for adult wolves. Anthropization is calculated on a buffer with a 6km radius around the points where animals had been found.
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Dataset and reproducible software code

The dataset, altogether with the reproducible software code and animations (Animation S1 and S2) are available on the Open Science Framework repository, at the following link: https://osf.io/g2jsv/
Supplementary Information

Appendix 1 - Comparison of recovered wolves between Emilia-Romagna/Tuscany and Abruzzo regions

**Figure S1**: Number of female and male wolves, between Abruzzo and Emilia-Romagna/Tuscany region. The number of recovered wolves is shown on the y-axis.
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Figure S2: Distribution of wolves of different age classes, between Abruzzo and Emilia-Romagna/Tuscany region. The number of recovered wolves is shown on the y-axis.

Figure S3: Distribution of recovered wolves, between Abruzzo and Emilia-Romagna/Tuscany region, across the different months of the year.
**Figure S4:** Distribution of recovered wolves that had been involved in collisions with vehicles, between Abruzzo and Emilia-Romagna/Tuscany region. The number of recovered wolves is shown on the y-axis.

**Appendix 2 - Model selection: removal of redundant confounders**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model formula</th>
<th>ELPD ± S.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body mass ~anthropization + age in days + day of the year when animals were found + year when animals were found + area + sex + age in days : anthropization + total body length</td>
<td>-33.1 ± 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass ~anthropization + age in days + day of the year when animals were found + year when animals were found + area + age in days : anthropization + total body length</td>
<td>-32.0 ± 7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass ~anthropization + age in days + day of the year when animals were found + year when animals were found + age in days : anthropization + total body length</td>
<td>-31.2 ± 7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass ~anthropization + age in days + year when animals were found + age in days : anthropization + total body length</td>
<td>-30.4 ± 8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass ~anthropization + age in days + area + sex + age in days : anthropization + total body length</td>
<td>-30.5 ± 8.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S1. Theoretical expected log-pointwise predictive density (ELPD) and its standard error (S.E.), obtained from leave one-out cross-validation. Outputs from models about the body mass of wolves in their first year of age (left).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model formula</th>
<th>ELPD ± S.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditional mean: Body mass ~anthropization + day of the year when animals were found + year when animals were found + area + sex + sex : anthropization + total body length</td>
<td>-120.9 ± 8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional variance: total body length + area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional mean: Body mass ~anthropization + day of the year when animals were found + year when animals were found + area + sex + sex : anthropization + total body length</td>
<td>-122.9 ± 9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional variance: total body length</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional mean: Body mass ~anthropization + day of the year when animals were found + year when animals were found + area + sex + sex : anthropization + total body length</td>
<td>-122.9 ± 9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional variance: total body length</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional mean: Body mass ~anthropization + day of the year when animals were found + area + sex + sex : anthropization + total body length</td>
<td>-119.9 ± 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional variance: total body length + area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional mean: Body mass ~anthropization + sex + sex : anthropization + total body length</td>
<td>-119.9 ± 8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional variance: total body length + area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S2. Theoretical expected log-pointwise predictive density (ELPD) and its standard error (S.E.) from leave one-out cross-validation. Outputs from models about adult wolves.
Appendix 3 - Overview of model residuals and semivariogram from the best candidate models

Wolves of first year of age (see Table 1 for model outputs)

**Figure S5:** Residuals versus fitted values from the best candidate model.
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BODY MASS OF GRAY WOLVES DOES NOT CHANGE WITH ANTHROPIZATION

Figure S6: Residuals from the best candidate model versus standardized and centered scores of the Human Footprint Index.

Figure S7: Residuals from the best candidate model versus standardized and centered scores of the age in days of recovered wolves.
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Figure S8: Residuals from the best candidate model versus standardized and centered scores of the year when wolves were recovered.

Figure S9: Residuals from the best candidate model versus standardized and centered scores of the total body length.
Figure S10: Isotropic semivariogram: semivariance of model observations in function of distance between sites where wolves were recovered.

Wolves of two or more years (see Table 1 for model outputs)
**Figure S11:** Residuals versus fitted values from the best candidate model.

**Figure S12:** Residuals from the best candidate model versus standardized and centered scores of the Human Footprint Index.
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Figure S13: Residuals from the best candidate model versus standardized and centered scores of the total body length.

Figure S14: Isotropic semivariogram: semivariance of model observations in function of distance between sites where wolves were recovered.
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